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What do I need to do first?
All educators submit two Student Learning goals for review by November 1.  A 
“Distinguished” rating requires that at least one collaborative goal is accomplished 
by May 15.

How often do I get observed?
Only educators on the Initial and Intermediate progressions are formally observed 
as part of the evaluation process.  Educators on the Initial progression are observed 
four times during the year; educators on the Intermediate progression are observed 
twice.  Educators on the Advanced progression may request an observation as part 
of evidence collection.

Who gets evaluated?  By whom?
All educators are evaluated by their principals or assistant principals who prepare 
the final summative evaluation.

When will I get my evaluation?
All educators receive their final summative evaluation by September 1, 2012.  This 
allows time for school-wide data to be calculated.  Principals will convene end-of-
year conferences by June 1, 2012, to review semi-final results that include 95 percent 
of the overall summative rating.

Will standardized tests be used to evaluate my performance?
Five percent of the overall score will be calculated using school-wide data based on 
standardized assessments as required for schools participating in the federal School 
Improvement Grant.  Other schools are encouraged to use standardized assessment 
data for five percent of the overall score.

How do I know how well I am doing?
WVHonor uses rubrics with four performance levels.  Final summative evaluations 
include ratings on each critical standard element as well as an overall performance 
rating.

Do I have to complete a self-assessment?
All educators may benefit from analyzing their performance based on the rubrics; 
however, only educators on the Advanced progressions are required to complete the 
self-assessment.

Do I need to bring all my evidence to the principal’s office for 
conferences?

Educators use the Evidence form to document evidence. Key pieces of evidence 
may be reviewed during conferences, for example, a summary of student 
assessment data or student work samples.

Why doesn’t Professional Conduct count on the summative evaluation? 
The Professional Conduct standard allows educators to address areas of concern 
without necessitating an improvement plan.  

Do I have to submit evidence for all critical standard elements?
Principals will determine whether there is sufficient evidence to determine a 
performance level; however, educators are encouraged to provide evidence for the 
best possible rating.
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